
Much cooler temperatures and
humidity greeted the participants of Old-
Time Stunt and Classic on Monday, July
14. It was a welcome relief to all on the
grass circles. 

Mike Keville runs a tight ship and got
things rolling right at 8 a.m. His
instructions were to-the-point and
covered the wide range of subjects
concerning the running of the two
events. Questions were posed
from neophytes and experienced
pilots and were answered to the
satisfaction of all. I would like to

extend my

compliments to Mike and his crew for
their work and dedication to these
unofficial, but important events at the
2008 Nats.

The day began with light winds and
the Indiana Mariah’s did not build until
around noon. The last few pilots were

blessed with lessening breezes and
those lower winds helped some of
the last competitors move up in the
ranks. This does not diminish in
any way their skills, but the wind
plays a great part in the final ratings

when they wreak havoc on Stunt
models and pilots during their

particular flights.
The number of

pilots entered was
roughly 25 in
each event. It
was wonderful

to see many new faces in
the crowd of fliers as well
as some familiar faces on

the two circles. The
“new kids,” age

being no

preference, were as deeply involved as
the more experienced modelers. They
often asked questions as the day wore on,
and their respective answers came calmly
and quickly from the “old kids.”

The top 10 pilots in Old-Time Stunt
were: 

1 (289.5) Keith Trostle, Arizona
2 (288.5) Paul Lagan, New Zealand
3 (287.0) Dale Barry, Georgia
4 (285.0) Burt Brokaw, Arizona
5 (280.0) Charles Reeves, Kentucky
6 (274.0) John Wright, California
7 (266.5) Allen Brickhaus, Illinois
8 (266.5, tie broken by second flight
score) Jim Lee, Kansas
9 (266.0) Patrick Rowan, Ohio
10 (262.0, with an ignition bonus)
Dale Gleason, Texas

The top ten pilots in Classic Stunt
were:  

1 (525.5) Keith Trostle, Arizona
2 (524.0) Jim Lynch, Tennessee
3 (514.0) Mike McHenry, Indiana
4 (512.0) Gene Martine, Florida
5 (511.5) Allen Goff, Indiana
6 (509.0) Roger Wildman, Indiana
7 (498.0) Paul Lagan, New Zealand
8 (497.5) Allen Brickhaus, Illinois
9 (495.5) John Paris, Michigan
10 (494.0) Eric Taylor, Indiana. 
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you are flying on the AMA flying site, you must obtain permission from the property owner(s) to operate
your aircraft.
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Phil T. Granderson’s
Zealot took the jealous
slot of being a 20-point
model at the Appearance
Points on Sunday
afternoon.

Phil’s intimate detailing is unique
and well executed. His graphic’s

skills are amazing and so
seductive to those who

appreciate extra touches.



All special
event selections
such as Best
Appearing OTS
and Classic
models, plus
Spirit of ’52 and
Spirit of ’67 will
be awarded at
the PAMPA
banquet on
Friday night at
the Horizon
Center in
Muncie.

Workers
involved with
the successful
day of OTS and
Classic included Mike
Keville as the Event
Director. Jim Aron and
Rickii Pyatt were
running/walking score
sheets from the judges

to the tabulators. Then Karyn Urtnowski and Elaine Brookins assimilated the
numbers and they were quickly posted on the board. Policing of the pits were
overseen by Shelly Gordon and Linda Gleason in the OTS side, while Bill
Marvel took the Classic guys to task and got them herded into the proper place.

Steve Smith and Gene Mills took on the job of judging OTS, while Bob
Parker and Brett Buck critiqued the Classic pilots. Larry Lindburg pull-tested
the OTS pilots and models, as Louis Rankin checked out the lines on the
Classic pits. The camaraderie among the competitors and workers was a delight
to see. The day completed with no squabbles—actually none were expected—
and and a good time was had by all.

The evening skies were then filled with Advanced and Open pilots taking
practice time on the now-available grass circles and the four macadam spots on
the L pad. The qualification rounds begin for the two main events on Tuesday
morning. Qualification starts with the first flights on the four circles at 8 a.m.
More than 60 pilots are involved in both the Advanced and the Open classes.

Each pilot will fly two flights on Tuesday. The better of the two is recorded
and held for Wednesday. Then the competitors move to another
circle on Wednesday and are viewed by a separate set of judges.
They again fly two flights and the best score of Wednesday is then
added to the best flight of Tuesday. 

The best five pilots of each class move on to the Top 20 Day on
Thursday. Thus 20 Advanced and 20 Open fliers will compete
Thursday. That day is considered the Finals for the Advanced pilots,
while the top five of Open will go on to the Open Finals on Friday
morning.

—Allen Brickhaus

Keith Trostle and his Big Job OTS model. Keith completed the
two portions of a “hat trick” as he won both the OTS and Classic
crown on Monday. Charlie Reeves holds the Big Job for an early
night-timely flight at twilight in preparation for the OTS “wars.”

Right: Scott
Condon, with
his Bill
Werwage Ares,
takes advice
from another
pilot off
camera as he
gets his very
pretty model
ready for a
Classic flight.

Steve Moore of Dexter
Missouri took time
between job
assignments to
compete in OTS with
his Vampire and
Classic with his ARF
Smoothie.

Mike Keville is the Event Director for both
OTS and Classic. Mike is well known for his
initiation of the Vintage Stunt
Championships, now held in Tucson.

Bob Storick brought his Continental
XL to the Nats this year, which is a
tribute to Tom Warden’s original
Classic model. Bob included a
small, but in scale copy of the cover
of Model Airplane News that
featured Tom’s airplane.
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Please note: All scores are unofficial until tabulation has been verified.

1 Brian Gilkey 3888

2 Eric Gilkey 2856

3 Mike Gillette 2772

4 Mike Schofield 2684

5 Kirk Adams 2572

6 Don Veres 2524

7 Mike Bohlman 2408

8 Mike Fredricks 2376

9 Chris Handegaard 2292

10 Jerry Virnig 2264

11 Nick Windsor 2132

12 Craig Buttery 1668

13 Sean Rupp 1560

14 Keith Jones 1532

15 Mark Cippolone 1392

16 Bob Loescher 1208

17 Aaron Snyder 864

18 Davis Davis 520

19 Don Fourson 200

20 Dirk Ooosting -120

1 Brian Gilkey 4876

2 Eric Gilkey 3878

3 Kirk Adams 3784

4 Bill Geipel 3312

5 Nick Windsor 3300

6 Andy Runte 2932

7 Mike Bohlmann 2860

8 Mark Cippolone 2731

9 Jerry Virnig 2712

10 Corey Stein 2704

11 Mark Schofield 2612

12 Chris Handegaard 2468

13 Mike Gillette 2276

14 Keith Jones 2248

15 Don Veres 2228

16 Bryan Lorentzen 1980

17 Jim Waybright 1980

18 Tom Neff 1820

19 Mike Fredricks 1800

20 Sean Rupp 1624

21 Crag Buttery 1520

22 Bob Loescher 1484

23 Dave Davis 1400

24 Dirk Ooosting 1204

25 Don Fourson 424

26 Don Grissom -88

SSC Final Scores Limited B 

Final Scores
Top Ten “A” Matrix Monday

1 Mark Parker 1:09.32

2 Randy Bridge 1:06.55**

3 Ralph Rinaldi 1:09.50

4 Fred Bergdorf 1:08.30

5 Stephen Vaclav 1:09.56

6 Stephen Baker 1:11.30

7 Scott McAfee 1:11.71

8 Daniel Ulledahl 1:14.29

9 Tom Hegland 1:14.56

10 Mike Helsel 1:11.90

Top Ten “B” Matrix Monday

1 Jim Allen 1:11.32

2 Gary Freeman Jr. 1:08.47

3 David Norman 1:09.29

4 Gino Del Ponte 1:08.55

5 Marcus Blanchard 1:08.57

6 A.J. Seaholm 1:10.14

7 Matthew Fehling 1:10.61

8 Gary Freeman Sr. 1:12.26

9 Jason Duda 1:09.76

10 Tom Scott 1:09.96

RC Pylon Standings

1/2 A Speed 0

2 JOHN W NEWTON 2 132.82

1 C L DODGE 1 135.84

2 JOEY MATHISON 2 132.82

3 JERRY W ROCHA 3 131.87

4 CHRISTOPHER A MONTAGINO 4 125.02

5 WILLIAM HUGHES 5 110.64

998 WARREN KURTH 998 DNF

998 A H STEGENS 998 DNF

999 CHARLES E LEGG 999 No Show

999 GLEN J VANSANT 999 No Show

1/2 A Speed

1 ASHLEY M WILK S 95.78

2 JAMES D VANSANT S 95.5

1/2 A Profile Proto

1 JERRY W ROCHA 101.562

2 WARREN KURTH 95.285

3 CHARLES E LEGG 93.761

4 CHRISTOPHER A MONTAGINO 88.187

5 CHARLES J WHITLER 87.386

6 STEVE WILK 84.552

7 C L DODGE 84.433

8 ROBERT L FROGNER 82.931

9 GLENN M LEE 82.858

10 JOHN W NEWTON 75.951

10 JOEY MATHISON 75.951

11 WILLIAM HUGHES 74.867

998 A H STEGENS DNF

998 J H RHOADES DNF

998 WARREN H SPOONER DNF0 1/2 A Profile Proto

1 305JS JAMES D VANSANT S 83.882

2 305JS ASHLEY M WILK S 71.57

305JS ERIK L OLSON S No Show

RC Combat

CL General

RC Pylon
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Day One—Monday July14, 2008: The
first day of Control Line Speed
Competition was blessed with perfect
weather and speed circles that were
recently updated by the AMA. As in the
past the first day of the Nationals was
dedicated to the 1/2A events of Speed and

Profile Proto. It was a
busy day with 71
flights recorded.

Third place in Open
1/2A Speed went to
Jerry Rocha at 131.879
mph. Jerry’s model is
of the conventional
upright design and in
an event where the
tuned pipe is very
common; Jerry’s model
is equipped with a
megaphone. Jerry used
all four of his attempts
to produce this speed
on his last attempt. It
was an increase of
more than seven mph
above his third-place
time at last year’s Nats.

Second place went
to the NewMath team
of John Newton and
Joey Matheson. The
NewMath team flew a
model called the White
Knight designed by

Howard Doering. The Knight is an
upright design with a tuned pipe. The
model piped up quickly and produced a
speed of 132.826 mph on its first attempt.
The team was not able to up this speed on
its next two official flights.  

First place went to Carl Dodge as it
has for five out of

the last six
years. His
third official
flight

produced a speed of 135.843 mph. Carl
knows how his equipment will perform.
He demonstrated this with his takeoff
method. 

He would assist in starting the engine,
then calmly walk out to the pylon, pick
up the monoline handle, and fly two laps
with the model flying around with the
engine just barely running and not on the
pipe at all. He would then enter the pylon
and the model would begin staging on to
the pipe. The timers would start their
count, one slow lap, two slow laps, ½ lap
later the model would jump on to the pipe
as it would accelerate to top speed just as
the official lap count would start. This
was the drill for all three of his official
flights. 

In Open 1/2A Profile Proto, Jerry
Rocha placed first at 101.562 mph. Jerry
took first last year at 103.40 mph. 

Second place was another repeat from
last year with Warren Kurth taking it with
95.285 mph. He turned this on his first
attempt and was unable to increase it on
his other attempts. 
Third place went to Charlie Legg at
93.761 mph. Charlie’s model was again
powered by his homebuilt engine.

In Junior Senior Combined 1/2A Speed
Ashley Wilk placed first by besting James
Vansant by .28 mph. Both seniors flew
models equipped with monoline control
and did an outstanding job on their
attempts. Ashley’s speed for first place
was 95.788 mph. 

In Junior Senior Combined 1/2A Profile
Proto James Vansant took first at 83.882
mph.

—Dave Mark 

Three generations of Speed fliers, Ashley Wilk (center) with
her pit crew: her mother, dad, and grandfather.
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CL Speed

Glen Vansant (L) gets set to start  a Speed model for his
son James on the Handle with the help of Fred Margarido.

Charlie Legg (L) starts his ½A Proto with the help of his son Ross Legg.



CL Racing 

The 2008 Nationals kicked off today
with preliminary races in AMA Scale
Racing, FAI F2C Team Racing, NCLRA
Flying Clown. John Bruman of Arizona
has volunteered to be CL Racing director
this year. This year the racing schedule
has changed to be two days of
preliminary races in these three events,
with the top times advancing to final
races on Wednesday.

F2C
The F2C World Championships will be

starting in two weeks in Landres, France.
Because of this, some of the best
American F2C teams could not attend the
US Nats. In spite of this there was some
good racing going on. 

Nine teams made the
first days’ turnout better
than expected. There
were some new faces
and entries who had not
competed at the Nats for
some time. Two rounds
were flown with very
few mishaps. There was
a strong showing from
Florida with four teams
competing. The top three
teams were Oge/Ricketts
(3:27) Lee/Green (3:29),
and Tupenov/Elbert,
both former Russian
natives (3:37).

Scale Racing
(Goodyear) 

The new two-day
racing format has given
competitors a chance to
work the bugs out in this
finicky event. The .15
engines used in
Goodyear are so highly
tweaked that anything
even slightly wrong will
ruin a race. The Nelson
.15 AAC and Gillott
tuned Rossis’ again
dominated the event. 

So far, the times in
Goodyear have not been
very good. After one
round no one has had a
sub-three-minute time.
Jim Ricketts posted #1
with a 3:04 followed by
Bill Lee (3:08) and Dave
Fisher (3:10).

NCLRA Flying Clown
Popular on the East

and West Coasts, Clown

has slowly become a very
fast and competitive event.
The goal in Clown Racing
is to complete as many laps
as possible in 7½ minutes
on a 1-ounce fuel tank. Ten
teams entered with a strong
showing from the New
Jersey group. 

Two rounds were flown.
In round one, three entries
went over 150 laps. Top
finishers were Les Akre
(156), Dave Hull (158), and
Russ Greens’ For a-
powered Clown with 160
laps. A standout in round
two was Al Ferraro/John
Ross with 165 laps.

—Tim Stone

Al and Partick
Ferarro Clown
Racing.

Jim Ricketts Jr.
and Sr.

Dave Wallick pitting
Clown.

Steve Eichenbergers
Goodyear.

Dave Fishers Goodyear
Ohm Special.
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RC Combat

After three days we finally get to the last day of the event.
The last schedule had four rounds of SSC and five rounds of
Limited B. Once again, we had great weather which led to some
of the highest scoring we have seen. Plus, it was a big day in
crashes with some airplanes merging in flight. 

We started the day by finishing the SSC contest. After the six
rounds the day before we had only lost one pilot, which left us
with 25 competitors. We continued to fly the four-heat rounds,
which really helped after some of the crashes that happened. 

Eric Gilkey was holding close to his brother but after a nine-
cut flight in the seventh round, he was starting to get behind. At
the end of the contest Brian Gilkey ended up with 4,876 points
while Eric came in second with 3,878 points. In third place was
Kirk Adams who had some problems keeping his airplanes from
being hit. Bill
Geipel came in
fourth and
another one of
our young
contestants, Nick
Windsor, came in
fifth. 

After lunch we
started the
Limited B
contest. After
talking to some
of the
competitors, they
really liked the
contest. Some
feel that the
Limited B aircraft

has better performance than the SSC airplanes in the wind but
does not have the very fast speeds of Open B. 

Limited B was a close race except for the leader, Brian
Gilkey, who came out with 3,888 points with the next closest
contestant more than 1,000 points away. Once again, Eric took
second followed by Mike Gillette, Mark Schofield, and Kirk
Adams. There was less than 300 points between them. 

When everything was done, it was official. Brian Gilkey had
sweep the contest again making two years in the row at the Nats
he finished first. One of the nice things to see was Eric Gilkey
and Nick Windsor come away with some trophies. They really
look to be the future of Combat. 

It turned out to be a great contest and there were some great
people who helped to make it happen. Most of all I would like to
thank Rick Fraley for his job of running the contest as event
coordinator. He keep the contest moving at a good pace but you

never seem to feel rushed. 
Hope to see everyone next year. Keep on

cutting!
—Don Grissom

Craig Buttery with one of his best
rounds..JPGNick Windsor and Eric Gilkey show off their hardware.

Brian Gilkey shows
that he is under no
pressure..JPG
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CL Carrier Preview

Whatever you look for in aeromodeling—speed,
precision flying, scale models—you’ll find it and more at
the Navy Carrier events flown Wednesday through
Friday this week. You will probably find

contestants practicing on
Tuesday, but the
excitement starts
Wednesday morning

with
the

Profile
Navy

Carrier
event and the

Sportsman
Profile Navy

Carrier competition.
CL Navy Carrier is

a challenging event that
requires a
good high

speed (often more than 100 mph) in a
standing-start, half-mile dash off the

simulated aircraft carrier deck. The pilot
then slows the engine and model for a

timed half mile at the slowest possible speed
(as slow as 7-5 mph with the model hanging

on the propeller). A combination of the two
speeds makes up the flight score. A landing score

is added to that as the models are brought in for an
arrested landing with the tailhook
engaging one of the lines stretched
across the aft end of the carrier deck.  
Models representing full-scale carrier

aircraft receive bonus points,
encouraging modelers to research naval
aviation history for prototypes that might
offer a slight advantage over the

competition. Some can get pretty
obscure. You definitely will see
examples of the Glenn Martin MO-1

aircraft that goes all the way back to the
Navy’s first aircraft carrier, U.S.S. Langley,

in 1923. You are also likely to see models of
one-of-a-kind prototype aircraft that exist only

in old photographs, dusty archives, and in CL
Navy Carrier competition.

On Thursday the high-performance, full-body
scale models of Class I and Class II will be out with

engine limits of .40 and .65 cubic inches, respectively.
Friday offers even greater variety with the unofficial events

of Sig Skyray Carrier, the smaller .15 Carrier models, and three
classes of Nostalgia Carrier in which models from the earliest
years of the Carrier events (1952-1976) vie for awards using the
original scoring system that placed a high importance on flying
fast!

This year the unofficial events offer
something new with electric-powered
models being used in competition at the
Nationals for the first time. This evolving
technology is relatively new to the
Carrier events. Friday’s CL Navy Carrier
flying will be matching electrics against
glow engines in the Skyray and .15
events. There will also be separate
electric events following the same classes
as the AMA events from Wednesday and
Thursday.

Come back daily starting on
Wednesday morning for updates on
activities, personalities, models, and
results.

—Dick Perry

An arrested landing on the first attempt is
critical to receiving a top score. Gary Hull
demonstrates how it’s done with his Brewster
prototype model in the Profile Carrier event.

You
are likely to

see models of Navy
aircraft that originally flew
over three quarters of a
century ago like this
Curtiss Hawk from
the 1920s. This is a
Marvin Martinez
model flown in
the Nostalgia
Carrier event.

Slow flight in CL Navy
Carrier is nothing like
any other event with the
models flying on their
propellers at 5-7 mph.
This is Pete Mazur’s
MO-1 from 1923.
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Electric CL
Navy Carrier
events will be
flown for the
first time at the
Nationals this
week.

Yes, P-51 Mustangs flew from
carriers in Navy testing in the 1940s.
This one belongs to John Vlna.



RC Pylon

Hi Racers! Well, it is Monday, and the racing is off to a great start. The
weather is the best I have seen at the Nats ever, but of course that could
change at a moment’s notice. 

Randy Bridge missed the Nats last year, but came out of semi-retirement to
show us how it’s done by cranking out a blistering fast time of 1:06.55 with
his Vortex. The times are better this year with several pilots breaking 1:10.
You guys must have been practicing more this year. 

The top three most popular Q-500 models seem to be Chuck Bridge’s
Vortex, Terence Palaschuk’s NemeQ, and Will Naemura’s new Ninja. There
were several midair crashes already—mine included—but fear not. Chuck,
Terence, and Will are here to heal our wounds and supply you with more
airplanes.

The new wireless, computerized light system, designed by Hank Kaufman,
just keeps getting better at every race. Pretty soon he will have the computer
flying our airplanes for us, too. Right Hank? It makes you wonder how we got along
without it. Thanks to Hank K., Jim A., Debbie, Nancy T., David D., Pete B., and all
the others for doing such a great job. Without you, we racers could never have all
this fun.

The new 2.4 GHz radios have made a big change in racing. I have to admit, I
was one of the last to give up my old equipment,
but I am glad I finally did. No one can make you
crash by turning on a radio with your frequency
anymore. 

Transmitter impounds are a thing of the past.
I have not heard the old words “I got hit” in a
long time; that’s an old-school term. Now the
crashes are caused only by midairs or hitting
poles. 

But wait, there is a new term that came out not
so long ago called “bad air.” No, this is not an
environmental term used in Los Angeles. It is
supposed to have to do with our models making
enough turbulent air to cause us to randomly crash
for no other reason. 

Pilot error, and over-rotating is an old-school
term no longer acknowledged. Can anyone
explain to me where all the bad air was in the
Formula I days? 

Hmmm ...
—Mike Del Ponte 

Will Naemura sells the Ninja Q-500.

Author Mike Del Ponte claims the wreckage of
his mid-air.

Hank Kauffman created the
new light system.



Break something? Fix it fast. Visit Peak Electronics, Inc.
located at Site 3. Supporting your needs during the Nats.

• Sirius Chargers and accessories  • Custom Electronics
Accessories  • Xtreme Link 2.4 GHz  • Castle Creations
speed controls  • Velcro  • Hobby Lobby FlyCamOne 2

Hungry? Vendors at different sites and their
schedules are listed for your dining pleasure.

Tuesday July 15
Site 1
Boy Scouts–Full Breakfast menu 7am-10am
and Full Lunch 10-?

Site 2
Mark Carter’s Nearly World Famous Hot Dogs

Site 3
AMA Staff - Lois
Baskin Robbins

Wednesday July 16
Site 1
Boy Scouts–Full Breakfast menu 7am-10am
and Full Lunch 10-?

Site 2
Mark Carter’s Nearly World Famous Hot Dogs

Site 3 
AMA Staff - Lois
Baskin Robbins

Site 4 – 
AMA Staff - Colleen

Thursday July 17
Site 1
Boy Scouts–Full Breakfast menu 7am-10am  
Full Lunch 10-?

Site 2  
AMA Staff - Lois

Site 3
AMA Staff - Colleen
Baskin Robbins

Site 4
Mark Carter’s Nearly World Famous Hot Dogs

Friday July 18
Site 1
Boy Scouts–Full Breakfast menu 7am-10am 
Full Lunch 10-?

Site 3
AMA Staff - Lois
Baskin Robbins

Site 4
AMA Staff-Colleen

Site 5
Mark Carter’s
Nearly World
Famous Hot Dogs

Saturday July 19
Site 4
AMA Staff - Lois

Surface Condition Weather Forecasting for Air Sports Aviators - general Muncie
area - from www.usairnet.com. 

 
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday 
Saturday
Sunday

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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